
• About Scratch

Block-based programming language. Popular as an introductory language

Many new projects every day. Projects differ, but there is no classification process.

• Related Work

A. Funke & K. Geldreich analyse gender differences in scratch projects created by children [1]. The projects created by
children are classified into 6 different categories: Game, Animation, Interactive Art, Music and Dance, Story, Video
Sensing.

Grassl et al. also look into scratch projects and analyse gender differences, but instead of categories for project types,
they extract common terms generated automatically through an LDA model [2].

• Introduction

RQ: How do different types of features relate to the project type?

Sub-question 1: Which pair of features is best to predict projects for each project type?

Sub-question 2: Which type of project is most accurately identified with the extracted features?

Is there a correlation between these features:

- Cyclomatic complexity

- Loop count

- “Say” block percentage

- Variable count

with the project types:

- Game

- Animation

- Interactive Art

• Methodology

For my project I chose three categories since with manual classification, they are the two most distinct categories, which also show up in
the explore tab of the scratch website [3].

Machine learning performed on dataset of 107 projects. This dataset was created by choosing projects at random from an existing
dataset of scraped scratch projects [4]. A One VS Rest (OvR) approach was used.

• Results

When using all features for classification: for games, random forest performed best. For animation projects, all models 
performed equally. For interactive art, support vector machine performed best. Since the results vary for each project 
type, it is not possible to decide on a best performing machine learning model for classification. The results are also 
similar enough.

• Conclusion

Cyclomatic complexity was present in each top scoring pair of features. This is likely due to complexity differences within 
the chosen types of projects.

Since there was no clear answer to the question of what project is easiest to identify, it is possible that each type of 
project is equally difficult to identify, or a better choice of features could be chosen.
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Machine learning models used:

• Support Vector Machine
• Decision Tree
• Random Forest

Example showing decision bounds for different 
machine learning models shown in figure 4. Blue 
points represent games, and red points represent 
all other projects.

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the average performance 
per machine learning model for identifying each 
type of project.

Figure 4: Classification of game projects by cyclomatic complexity and “say” blocks

Figure 8 shows the performance identifying each project type using all 
features.
For identifying games, the top pair of features was cyclomatic complexity and 
the “say” block percentage. For identifying animation projects, the top pair of 
features was cyclomatic complexity and the “say” block percentage. For 
identifying interactive art projects, the top pair of features was cyclomatic 
complexity and the number of loops.
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What types of projects do Scratch users create?

Figure 1: Example Scratch code

Figure 2: Distribution of projects by category in the dataset Figure 3: Input data example

Figure 5: Performance for game identification

Figure 6: Performance for animation identification Figure 7: Performance for interactive art identification

Figure 8: Performance for identification using all features
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